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leawo powerpoint to video pro is powerful, reliable, and simple to
use. the program can convert ppt to video, dvd to video,
powerpoint to video and pdf to video directly. also, it can convert
ppt to video, dvd to video, powerpoint to video and pdf to video
with very high output quality. we are really looking forward to
using this software to convert our powerpoint presentations to
video for future projects. powerpoint to video is an important step
in the creation of a variety of media files, but many companies are
still unwilling to create a video that looks great on any device.
what they need is a tool that lets them convert their powerpoint
presentations into a format that looks great on any device. if you
have a need to create a video presentation from powerpoint,
leawo powerpoint to video converter will be the ideal solution.
powerpoint to video is a common way to create professional-
looking videos of your powerpoint presentations. with the help of
powerpoint to video converter, you can convert powerpoint
presentation to different video formats including avi, mp4, flv,
3gp, mov, mpeg, wmv, vob, mp3, aac, m4a, etc. if you want to
edit your powerpoint presentation, you can directly open the
powerpoint file, and edit the contents. after editing, the files can
be saved or exported to any video format. leawo powerpoint to
video converter is a powerful and easy-to-use software that can
convert powerpoint files to video files, including powerpoint to avi,
mp4, flv, 3gp, mov, mpeg, wmv, vob, mp3, aac, m4a, etc. in
batch. with the powerful functions of leawo powerpoint to video
converter, you can convert powerpoint files to video formats for
playback on all devices and on any software player or dvd player.
the converted video can be played back on various devices like
psp, apple tv, ipod, mobile phones, xbox, xbox 360, ps3, etc. all
the original powerpoint features and elements are retained for a
more better slide show.
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its interface was intuitive and simple to use. the only complication
we ran into was the time it takes to convert a powerpoint

presentation to a video file. the program can convert up to 100
slides at a time. since we have a few presentations to convert, it
took more than an hour to get everything done. this was longer

than we anticipated, but we were happy with the results. the
conversion took less than 30 seconds for each slide, so if you have

a small presentation, you can just sit back and wait. simply put,
leawo powerpoint to video pro software can convert powerpoint to

all popular video formats with ease. it is an easy to use and
powerful software that not only allows you to convert powerpoint

to various video format, but also to edit the video before
converting it. there is no need to download any additional codecs
or codec packs as the program comes with all the video codecs

pre-installed. the conversion can be done in various quality
settings with the settings of the output video and the preview of

the output video can be set to play in window or full screen,
allowing you to preview the final output video before you save it to
your hard drive. the conversion process was quite easy. we were
able to convert 25 powerpoint files to dvd format in no time. to

add to the convenience, you do not have to re-enter the file
names or titles as the conversion takes care of that automatically.
the program also made it easy to set the format of the output file.

you can save the file in mp4 or avi format which is the most
common video format used. you can also use the program to set
the audio format of the output file. the output file can be saved to
your hard drive for offline viewing and the program also has the

facility to burn the output video to dvds. 5ec8ef588b
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